
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTERNET ESSAY

Free Essay: History and Development of the Internet The internet is a global computer network connecting millions and
millions of users throughout the world. .

This site is a semi-portal, semi-blog type web based network system that allows people to have their own
homepage in few easy steps, and have your friends post, scrap, and watch journals and pictures, and at the
same time, leave comments. This is a very helpful medium to promote education in that place where courses
are not available easily. The Internet is the device we use to collaborate with each other, and as needs be
presents new difficulties for protection and security. While browsing the internet I found many websites which
are useful in many ways. I can honestly say that I will be extremely happy when my internet is in my new
home and I can go back to normal once again. Since most companies and businesses have developed online
platforms, the information is stored on the internet and there is risk of hacking and access of information by
unauthorized personnel. Some people claim it is a corruption or a decay of the English language, citing the
notorious lack of capitals and Book Review words - 3 pages The Internet is one of the most used forms of
technology and although the Internet can be very helpful it more than often tu " The Internet: Today's
Evolution or Tomorrow's Menace? The use of Local Area Networks, Wide Area networks, satellite links, and
the Internet, the user can now send electronic mail or data across an ocean. Kendall, Lori. Bills are paid
without writing checks or licking stamps. Defense Department originally had this intent in mind when they
connected a computer network with various other radio and satellite networks. Deen, Braswell D. How would
having no internet affect the general personal user? For me, it is a means of communication. Not once in our
history we had an age when such vast amount of information is transferred to such long distance in such short
amount of time. Five years from now, it will be unheard of not to have a computer with access to the Internet.
Tory B. Data and information are the main benefits of having internet; since this can be obtained in large
amount, some are using them in illegal ways. Considering the availability of internet and VPN with which you
can access your office materials from anywhere, a working person is expected to be available for the job
throughout the day and night. The Internet liberates us from geographic shackles and unites us in theme-based
networks that are not secured to an explicit place.


